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The usage of diminutives in polite phrases 
as a way to express positive/negative 




Expressive polite phrases, namely the ones containing diminutive forms, play a significant role 
in interpersonal communication. According to Ożóg (1990, p. 72), they are aimed at convincing 
the addressee of special, and not only formal or perfunctory, attitude of the speaker towards him/
her. Moreover, as it is usually the case, they are applied in situations when the speaker wants 
to maintain the addressee’s positive face, for instance he/she wants to express meanings such as 
familiarity, intimacy, or liking. Nevertheless, sometimes they may be used as acts threatening 
the addressee’s positive or negative face. Usually, in the case of diminutives, face-threatening 
acts are done off record, when the speaker wants to express irony, disrespect and pitifulness. 
This article aims at answering the question about the role of diminutives in polite phrases. Are 
they always related only to positive politeness? How is their presence in a sentence perceived by 
the addressees? Moreover, the comparison between Polish and English will be provided as these 
two languages differ significantly in terms of expressing emotions in a conversation. In order to 
get answers for the questions mentioned above, a short questionnaire, containing some typical 
expressive polite phrases, was distributed among a representative number of native speakers 
of Polish and English, in order to assess whether the presence of diminutives influences their 
impressions and reactions to these sentences.
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1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that, even though diminutives are usu-
ally applied to express positive or negative politeness, they may also serve as 
face-threatening acts done off record or without redressive actions.
Expressive polite phrases, namely the ones containing diminutive forms, 
play a significant role in interpersonal communication. According to Ożóg 
(1990, p. 72), they are aimed at convincing the addressee of special, and not 
only formal or perfunctory, attitude of the speaker towards him/her. Moreover, 
as it is usually the case, they are applied in situations when the speaker wants 
to express meanings such as familiarity, intimacy, or liking. Nevertheless, 
sometimes they may be used when the speaker’s intention is to express irony, 
disrespect and pitifulness.
Diminutives can be used in various expressive polite phrases, belonging 
to different categories of illocutionary acts. For the purpose of this paper, the 
following ones are introduced:
 • assertives – when we “tell people how things are” (Searle, 1981, p. viii),
 • directives – when we “try to get them to do things” (Searle, 1981, p. viii),
 • commissives – when we “commit ourselves to doing things” (Searle, 1981, 
p. viii),
 • expressives – when we “express our feelings and attitudes” (Searle, 1981, 
p. viii),
 • vocatives – when we want to get the addressee’s attention (Wunderlich, 1978, 
p. 79).
The examples of using diminutives in expressive polite phrases were taken 
from authentic dialogues which the author of this paper witnessed in such 
places as the restaurant, bus or market.
2. The concept of face
In order to understand the concept of politeness, the notion of face must be 
first introduced. The usage of diminutives is connected with Erving Goffman’s 
strategy of mainating one’s face. According to him, the interlocutors in the 
course of the conversation try to present and maintain each others’ faces, that 
is “the public self-image that every competent adult member of a society wants 
to claim for himself” (Brown & Levinson, 1990, p. 61). Referring to Goffman, 
Brown and Levinson claim that maintaining one’s face is the main motive for 
human interactions and face consists of two related aspects of negative and 
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positive face. Negative face is connected with “the basic claim to territories, 
personal preserves, rights to non-distraction – i.e. to freedom of action and 
freedom from imposition” (Brown & Levinson, 1990, p. 61). Whereas positive 
face is about “the positive consistent self-image or ‘personality’ (crucially in-
cluding the desire that this self-image be appreciated and approved of) claimed 
by interactants” (Brown & Levinson, 1990, p. 61).
Brown and Levinson (1990, p. 61) believe that face is “something that is 
emotionally invested, and that can be lost, maintained, or enhanced, and must 
be constantly attended to in interaction.” The interlocutors have to cooperate in 
maintaining each others’ positive and negative faces by keeping certain balance. 
In practice, however, it is far more complicated as most of the conversations 
entail some kind of threat to one’s face, which is very vulnerable to that. The 
speakers try to defend their faces if threatened, and by doing this they threaten 
others’ faces. Blum-Kulka (2001, p. 228) gives the following examples of threat-
ening one’s face: directives, which restrict the freedom of action or warnings 
and critical comments, which infringe on positive face.
3. The concept of politeness
Two theories of politeness are taken into account while analysing the usage of 
diminutives in expressive polite phrases. These are:
 – Leech’s theory of politeness,
 – Brown and Levinson’s theory of politeness.
3.1. Leech’s theory of politeness
Leech (1983, p. 81) proposes the so-called Politeness Principle, which aims at 
maintaining friendly relations and helping to co-operate with interlocutors. He 
claims that there are two kinds of politeness, the positive and the negative one, 
therefore, his Politeness Principle has two versions:
 • the negative version – “minimize (other things being equal) the expression 
of impolite beliefs,”
 • the positive version – “maximize (other things being equal) the expression 
of polite beliefs.”
He also establishes six maxims of the Politeness Principle (1983, p. 132):
(1) Tact Maxim (in directives and commissives):
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a) minimize cost to other,
b) maximize benefit to other;
(2) Generosity Maxim (in directives and commissives):
a) minimize benefit to self,
b) maximize cost to self;
(3) Approbation Maxim (in expressives and assertives):
a) minimize dispraise of other,
b) maximize praise of other;
(4) Modesty Maxim (in expressives and assertives):
a) minimize praise of self,
b) maximize dispraise of self;
(5) Agreement Maxim (in assertives):
a) minimize disagreement between self and other,
b) maximize agreement between self and other;
(6) Sympathy Maxim (in assertives):
a) minimize antipathy between self and other,
b) maximize sympathy between self and other.
3.2. Brown and Levinson’s theory of politeness
As mentioned before, every adult member of a society has positive and nega-
tive face. Brown and Levinson claim that some actions intrinsically threaten 
face, thus they are referred to as face-threatening acts (1990, p. 60). They are 
divided into the following types (Bogdanowska-Jakubowska, 2010, p. 215; Ja-
kubowska, 1999, p. 31):
 • acts threatening the hearer’s negative face – when the speaker wants to im-
pede the hearer’s freedom of action and intrude into his/her plans by urging 
him/her to do something (e.g. requests, warnings or suggestions);
 • acts threatening the hearer’s positive face – when the speaker does not care 
about the hearer’s feelings and wants and does not approve of some aspects 
of the hearer’s positive face (e.g., expressions of disapproval or criticism, use 
of address terms in an offensive or embarrassing way);
 • acts threatening the speaker’s negative face (e.g., expressing promises, thanks 
or excuses);
 • acts threatening the speaker’s positive face (e.g., apologies or acceptance of 
a compliment).
Brown and Levinson (1990, p. 60) distinguish five strategies for doing face-
threatening acts (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Strategies for doing face-threatening acts (Brown & Levinson, 1987/1990)
First of all, the speaker may avoid doing a face-threatening act. He can also 
choose to use metaphor, irony, rhetorical questions, understatement or hints 
(thus, to introduce conversational implicature) in order to “negotiate” the mean-
ing. This is the strategy for doing face-threatening acts off record. It can be 
considered as “the avoidance of unequivocal impositions” (Jakubowska, 1999, 
p. 26). “On record” face-threatening act is done when the intention of the 
speaker is clear to the hearer. The speaker can do it “baldly, without redres-
sive action” (which means that he/she does it in the most direct, unambiguous 
and concise way) or “with redressive action,” which is meant to “counteract 
the potential face damage of the FTA by doing it in such a way, or with such 
modifications or additions, that indicate clearly that no such face threat is 
intended or desired” (Brown and Levinson, 1990, pp. 69–70). There are two 
kinds of redressive action:
 • positive politeness – oriented toward the hearer’s positive face. The face 
threat is minimized “by the assurance that in general S wants at least some 
of H’s wants” (Brown & Levinson, 1990, p. 70). It may be considered as 
“the expression of solidarity” (Jakubowska, 1999, p. 26);
 • negative politeness – oriented toward redressing the hearer’s negative face. 
The face threat is minimized by the assurance that the speaker recognizes 
and respects the hearer’s negative-face wants and will not attempt to impede 
him/her in his/her action (Bogdanowska-Jakubowska, 2010, p. 216). It may 
be considered as “the expression of restraint” (Jakubowska, 1999, p. 26).
Every member of a society wants to prevent face loss by avoiding face-
threatening acts or employing strategies to minimize the threat. In everyday 
communication, the interlocutors usually attempt to avoid threatening each 
other’s face. Thus, they employ politeness, which may be explained as follows: 
when the speaker feels that he/she threatens the hearer’s positive or negative 
face, he/she will try to use language in a way that signals to the hearer his/her 
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awareness of this threat and his/her desire to minimize it (Plag, Braun,  Lappe, 
& Schramm, 2007, pp. 197–199).
Diminutives are often used as a mitigating device in order to minimize the 
face-threat. Nevertheless, they are also applied in the case of face-threatening 
acts done off record, when the speaker wants to express irony, disrespect and 
pitifulness.
4. Politeness as a  culture-specific phenomenon
Polish culture is perceived as collectivistic one in which people are integrated 
into their ingroups which protect them in return for loyalty (Bogdanowska-
Jakubowska, 2010, pp. 154, 178–179). Nevertheless, the character of Polish 
society nowadays is hard to define as Poland is undergoing significant social, 
economic and cultural transformations (Bogdanowska-Jakubowska, 2010, pp. 
179–181). Irrespective of these changes, Poles still seem to externalize their 
feelings. They are very emotional, interested in the interlocutor’s life, direct 
and spontaneous. The highly developed system of diminutive formation re-
flects this characteristic of Polish speakers in their language (Wierzbicka, 1985; 
Bogdanowska-Jakubowska, 2010, pp. 184–185). Therefore, for some foreigners, 
Polish culture may seem to be exaggerated. When it comes to the language of 
Poles, it may be perceived as childish or feminine.
Nevertheless, in Polish culture, the need for acceptance and appreciation is 
more important than the need for autonomy. Thus, Poles have an orientation 
towards positive politeness (Jakubowska, 1999, p. 33), which is illustrated in 
the successive sections.
5. The usage of diminutives in vocative acts
As mentioned at the beginning, vocative acts are used when the speaker wants 
to get the addressee’s attention (Wunderlich, 1978, p. 79). They are usually re-
alized by nominal terms of address, which can be divided into four categories 
(Schneider, 2003, pp. 141, 152):
 • personal names – further subdivided into first names and last names;
 • titles – these are professional, military, or religious titles, and M-forms;
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 • kinship terms – indicate relations between members of a family; here we can 
distinguish first order kinship terms (e.g., father) and second order kinship 
terms (e.g. nephew);
 • descriptors – comprise all nominal address terms which do not belong to the 
previous categories; these are generic terms (e.g., mate), functional terms (e.g., 
waiter), nicknames, pet (or animal) names, obscene terms, ethnic terms and 
terms of endearment (e.g., darling).
The use of the nominal terms of address depends on situational factors 
(e.g. sex, marital status of the addressee) and the relationship between the 
speaker and the hearer (e.g. social distance, social status, age difference). 
The norms governing the use of terms of address vary across cultures, so-
cial classes, age groups, gender and also across individuals (Schneider, 2003, 
pp. 141–142).
In general, it can be stated that diminutives in vocative acts either realize 
Leech’s sympathy maxim (“maximize sympathy between self and other”) or the 
negation of this maxim (“maximize antipathy between self and other”), which 
can be considered a “rudeness maxim” (Kasper, 1990, p. 208). Brown and 
Levinson (1990, pp. 107–108) point out that diminutives used in terms of ad-
dress convey in-group membership and solidarity. They may be used to soften 
face-threatening acts as well. Moreover, they express respect or lack of respect 
towards the addressee, and the speaker’s emotional attitude (Jakubowska, 1999, 
p. 50).
5.1. Diminutives used in titles
Diminutives in titles are used either to express positive politeness:
(1) Dzień dobry, paniusiu, ładny dzisiaj dzień, prawda? (Good morning, lady-DIM.! 
Nice day, isn’t it?).1
or negative politeness:
(2) Paniusiu kochana, będzie tu jeszcze miejsce dla mnie? (Dear lady-DIM., will there 
be any room for me?)
 1 It must be stated that example (1) may also be considered mocking, patronizing and 
offensive.
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Diminutives may also be applied in the case of face-threatening acts done off 
record, when the speaker wants to express irony or disrespect towards the ad-
dressee:
(3) Kochany dyrektorek cię wzywa. (Dear director-DIM. calls you.)
5.2.  Diminutives used in personal names, kinship terms 
and descriptors
Simple diminutives (e.g., Katie, Basia) are considered by some native speak-
ers as neutral forms or a variant of their first names. But more often, together 
with multiple diminutives (e.g., Katiepoo, Basieńka), they reflect speaker’s mo-
mentary attitude towards the hearer and are employed for particular purposes 
in particular situations (Schneider, 2003, pp. 145–146). For instance, they may 
support a request or command. Therefore, they express negative politeness. Ac-
cording to Jurafsky (1996, p. 558), the speaker desires to minimize the impact 
of a statement by using diminutives, which:
 • soften the command:
(4) Heniu, podaj mi sól. (Henryk-DIM.DIM., pass me the salt.)
 • minimize the imposition on the hearer as using the diminutive makes the 
request appear less obligatory/important:
(5)  Pani Basiu, proszę przyjść do mnie do gabinetu. (Ms. Barbara-DIM., come to my 
office, please.)2
(6)  Tomeczku, pomożesz mi ze sprzątaniem? (Tomasz-DIM.DIM., will you help me 
with the cleaning?)
 • mark friendly or close relations among interlocutors as the use of diminutive 
forms reduce the distance between interlocutors.
(7)  Pani Basiu, proszę się nie martwić, zajmiemy się wszystkim. (Ms. Barbara-DIM., 
don’t worry, we’ll take care of everything.)
 2 Marcjanik (2007, p. 49) treats such forms of addressing young women by their male 
superiors as patronizing and condescending.
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Nevertheless, diminutives used in the above sentences may be applied in 
face-threatening acts done off record, when the speaker wants to express irony 
(e.g., example (6)), superiority (example (5)), or pitifulness (example (7)). Di-
minutives used in sentences such as:
 (8)  Pani Aniu, czy Pani nie potrafi właściwie używać kierunkowskazu? (Ms. Anna-
DIM., can’t you use the indicator properly?)
 (9)  Czy moja żoneczka przygotowała już śniadanie? (Has my wife-DIM.DIM. pre-
pared the breakfast yet?)
(10)  A oto i ona, nasza córeczka tatusia! (And there she is, our daddy’s little girl!)
(11)  Coś jeszcze, złotko? (a seller talking to a customer at the local market),
may indicate that the speaker does not take the addressee seriously. In a sen-
tence such as:
(12)  Ale się Ewunia dzisiaj odstawiła! (Well, well, but Ewa-DIM. dressed up today!),
the diminutive form denotes the speaker’s disapproving and unfriendly attitude 
towards the particular person, whom he/she in fact dislikes.
Nevertheless, diminutives used in personal names are also applied when 
the speaker wants to maintain the addressee’s positive face, for instance he/she 
wants to express meanings such as familiarity, intimacy, or liking:
(13) Witaj Jadzinko! Co słychać? (Welcome Jadwiga-DIM.DIM.! What’s up?)
Sentence (8) may be understood not as the indication of indulgence, which 
threatens the addressee’s positive face, but as the expression of sincere care and 
empathy. Sentence (11) may be perceived as the sign of excessive familiarity 
or blatancy, but, at the same time, it may also indicate the speaker’s friendly 
attitude towards the addressee.
In some cases one and the same sentence may concern different kinds of 
face-threatening acts, and different kinds of politeness. For instance, the fol-
lowing sentence, uttered by an adult son to his mother:
(14) Czy mamusia mnie słyszy? (Can you hear me, mummy?)
can serve as an example of an act threatening the hearer’s negative face (as 
the speaker wants his mother to pay attention to him), as well as positive face 
(as the speaker may intend to mock his mother’s hearing), or an act threaten-
ing the speaker’s positive face (as he may be perceived as somebody who is 
childish and is (still) a mummy’s boy). At the same time, it may reflect positive 
politeness, as, by using diminutive form, the speaker wants to express good 
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manners and his feelings of respect, intimacy and love towards the addressee. 
Nevertheless, it may also reflect negative politeness, as the speaker wants to 
minimize the imposition on the hearer.
Speakers who use diminutives in personal names and descriptors can create 
an asymmetrical relationship and the impression of superiority over the hearer. 
The following utterance:
(15)  No dobra, dzieciaczki, zabierajmy się do roboty. (All right, children-DIM., let’s 
get to work.)
serves as an example of an act threatening the hearer’s positive face, as di-
minutives used in this context may deprecate a given person. With the use of 
them the speaker may humiliate or disqualify somebody (Sarnowski, 1991, p. 
46). At the same time, this sentence may express negative politeness, as the 
speaker wants the hearers to do something, but he/she minimizes this request 
by using a diminutive form, which indicates the speaker’s feeling of familiar-
ity. The following sentence, uttered by a woman talking to another woman in 
a bus, can also arouse some contradictory impressions:
(16) Ale kochaniutka, to miejsce jest zajęte. (Well, sweetie, this seat is taken.)
On the one hand, it seems to express irony, excessive familiarity and the 
speaker’s superiority over the addressee, thus it is an example of an act threat-
ening the hearer’s face done off record. But on the other hand, it indicates the 
speaker’s friendly attitude and minimizes the distance between the interlocu-
tors. Then, it may be treated as the expression of negative politeness.
The diminutive form reflects also the speaker’s contempt, as he/she can 
make fun of the hearer:
(17)  I co aniołeczku, nadal obstawiasz na swoim? (Well, angel-DIM.DIM., do you still 
stick to your opinion?)
In sentence:
(18)  Poczekaj złotko, jeszcze z tobą nie skończyłem. (Wait a moment, my sugar-DIM., 
I haven’t done with you yet.)
The diminutive form strengthens the threat, and also expresses the speaker’s 
satisfaction with the addressee’s defeat. It is the case of a face-threatening act 
done off record.
Polish linguists pay special attention to the use of diminutives in names, 
also combined with the pronoun pan/pani (Mr/Ms), for instance pani Basia 
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(Linde-Usiekniewicz, 2007, pp. 16–17). Markowski (2005, p. 102) emphasizes 
the fact that diminutive forms of names cannot be applied in official contexts. 
Nevertheless, people nowadays use such forms more and more often, even 
though it is perceived as improper, as it reflects the speaker’s lack of good 
manners. Marcjanik (2006, p. 233) considers it to be inappropriate, flippant, 
tactless, impolite and too radical, and calls it “the trap of familiarity.” She un-
derlines the fact that such forms are applied in English but there their meaning 
is associated with the informal and friendly attitude, whereas in Polish their 
meaning indicates intimacy and cordiality. Therefore, using such forms may be 
perceived by the addressees as the infringement of their privacy (Marcjanik, 
2007, pp. 48–49; see also Wierzbicka, 1999, pp. 212–223):
(19)  Dzień dobry. Nazywam się Basia Kowalska. (Good morning. My name is Barbara-
DIM. Kowalska.)
Lubaś (1979, pp. 204–205) emphasizes the fact that many actors, sportsmen, 
singers, or even politicians use diminutive forms of their names in order to frat-
ernize with their fans. Nevertheless, he considers it an unnecessary affectation.
6. The usage of diminutives in directive acts
Directives refer mostly to requests, which are face-threatening acts. Therefore, 
by using diminutives, the speaker wants to reduce the face threat inherent 
in requests. Diminutives minimize the cost to hearer (Leech’s Tact Maxim). 
The requested action or thing is represented as small and/or unimportant, and 
thus more acceptable for the addressee (Schneider, 2003, pp. 164). The use 
of diminutives in requests is a negative politeness strategy. Five categories of 
requests may be distinguished (Schneider, 2003, p. 161):
 – asking for action,
 – asking for material goods,
 – asking for permission,
 – asking for patience,
 – asking for information.
Charleston (1960, p. 124) is of the opinion that when trying to persuade the 
hearer to comply with a request, or urging him/her to undertake some action, 
diminutives can be very effective, as the addressee finds it difficult to refuse 
the appeal which was made to his/her emotional side (see also Dressler & 
Barbaresi, 1994, pp. 228–263).
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6.1. Diminutives in asking for action
By using a diminutive form in asking for action, the action is diminished. Re-
ferring to Jurafsky (1996, p. 558) again, it can be shown that the speaker desires 
to minimize the impact of a statement by using diminutive forms, which:
 • soften the command:
(20) Podaj mi masełko. (Pass me the butter-DIM.)
 • minimize the imposition on the hearer as using the diminutive:
 – minimizes the object of the request, making it seem easy to cope with/
insignificant:
(21)  Proszę otworzyć buzię, muszę zobaczyć ząbki. (Open your mouth-DIM., please. 
I need to see the teeth-DIM.)
 – makes the request appear less obligatory/important:
(22)  Proszę przyjść do mnie na słówko. (Please, come to my place to have a word-
DIM. with you.)
 – mark friendly or close relations between interlocutors as the use of diminu-
tive forms reduce the distance between interlocutors:
(23) Mogłabyś mi kupić chlebek? (Could you buy me some bread-DIM.?)
Nevertheless, there are situations when the diminutive form is used in 
face-threatening acts done off record. Then, it does not diminish the force of 
the request or reduce the hearer’s cost, but indicates irony, as in the following 
example when a man is talking to another man in a car park:
(24) Może Pan przestawić swój samochodzik? (Can you move your car-DIM.?)
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6.2. Diminutives in asking for material goods
In requests for material goods, both cost to other and benefit to self are 
minimized by using diminutives, which metaphorically reduce the size of the 
requested object (Schneider, 2003, p. 168):
(25) Czy mogę prosić o herbatkę? (Can I have a cup of tea-DIM.?)
Requests for food or drink may in some particular contexts (e.g. a party con-
text) resemble offer acceptance, without changing the function of a diminutive:
(26)  Może coś byś zjadł? (Would you like anything to eat?) To może jedną kanapeczkę. 
(So maybe I could do with one sandwich-DIM.)
Sifianou (1992, pp. 161–162) provides some Greek examples in which buyers 
in a shop use diminutives in their requests for goods. She treats such diminutive 
forms as solidarity markers rather than as cost minimizers, thus they indicate 
positive politeness. This also applies to the Polish context:
(27)  Poproszę jeden chlebek krojony, trzy bułeczki i kawałek tego serniczka. (I’d like 
one sliced loaf of bread-DIM., three rolls-DIM., and a slice of this cheesecake-
DIM.)
6.3. Diminutives in asking for permission
Diminutives used in asking for permission play down the action which the 
speaker is going to perform and for which the hearer’s permission is needed, 
in its significance, intensity or duration (Schneider, 2003, p. 172):
(28) Mogę wyjść na chwilkę? (Can I leave for a moment-DIM.?)
6.4. Diminutives in asking for patience
While asking for patience, the speaker threatens the hearer’s negative face, as 
he/she wants the addressee to wait. Waiting is at a cost to the addressee, as 
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he/she has to invest some time. Thus, diminutives represent this time as short 
(Schneider, 2003, p. 173):
(29) Wrócę za momencik. (I’ll be back in a moment-DIM.)
6.5. Diminutives in asking for information
Diminutives used in asking for information communicate the speaker’s attitude 
towards the respective referents (Schneider, 2003, p. 175). They can indicate 
negative politeness, as in the following example:
(30) Gdzie położyłaś mój sweterek? (Where have you put my sweater-DIM.?)3
Nevertheless, diminutive forms can also express negative evaluation, and, 
therefore, threaten the hearer’s positive face. They serve to belittle the ad-
dressee, by using off record strategies such as irony or sarcasm:
(31)  Nadal pobożnie chodzisz do kościółka? (Do you still piously go to church-DIM.?)
7. The usage of diminutives in commissive acts
Commissives refer to future actions done by the speaker, as he/she commits 
himself/herself to doing something. The future action is a cost to the speaker. 
Leech’s politeness maxims which apply to commissives are Tact Maxim 
(“maximize benefit to other”) and Generosity Maxim (“maximize cost to self”). 
Commissives usually concern offers, but also suggestions and announcements 
(Schneider, 2003, p. 179).
 3 This sentence may be perceived as the request for handing a sweater.
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7.1. Diminutives in offers
Offers refer to a future action done by the speaker, from which the addressee 
profits (Schneider, 2003, p. 179). Therefore, it is to the cost of the speaker and 
to the benefit of the hearer. Therefore, it could be stated that offering something 
threatens the speaker’s negative face, and, at the same time, indicates positive 
politeness. Two categories of offers may be distinguished (Schneider, 2003, p. 
181):
 • offers of assistance – not discussed in this paper, as diminutives do not oc-
cur in this type of offers;
 • hospitable offers.
Hospitable offers typically occur at social gatherings, where there are hosts 
and invited guests. The hosts are expected to provide food and drink, and it is 
the topic of a hospitable offer. The use of diminutive forms does not express the 
hosts’ intention to provide their guests with a small quantity of offered goods, 
but helps the addressee to save face, as he/she will not appear greedy (Schnei-
der, 2003, p. 185). Diminutives also emphasize the hosts’ cordial, sincere and 
solicitous attitude towards the guests. Moreover, they praise the quality of what 
is offered and minimize its quantity as well as the effort which the hosts put 
into its preparation (Wierzbicka, 1985, pp. 166–167; Wierzbicka, 1984, p. 128).
(32)  Może kanapeczkę? Albo kawałek serniczka? (Would you like a sandwich-DIM.? 
A piece of cheesecake-DIM.?)
(33)  Napijecie się herbatki czy kawki? A może winka? (Would you like some tea-DIM. 
or coffee-DIM.? Or maybe some wine-DIM.?)
The use of diminutives in conversations between sellers and buyers at the 
market or a waiter and guests at the restaurant seems to be one of the most 
characteristic features of Polish culture. Jerzy Bralczyk (2009, p. 94) is of the 
opinion that the use of diminutives in this context is aimed at encouraging 
people to do something. Thus, it is perceived as a kind of persuasive strategy. 
On the other hand, it guarantees better effectiveness of our efforts, as people 
feel respected and favoured (Nagórko, 2003, p. 223). Hence, it expresses posi-
tive politeness rather than the negative one:
(34)  Może masełka? Świeżutkie! Do tego serek biały i swojska kiełbaska! (Would you 
like some butter-DIM.? It’s fresh-DIM.! Along with some cottage cheese-DIM. 
and home-made sausage-DIM.!)
(35)  Rzodkieweczki! Tylko po 3 złote! Winogronka przepyszne! (Radish-DIM.! For only 
3 zlotys! Delicious grapes-DIM.!)
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(36)  Proponuję ziemniaczki z kotlecikiem schabowym, do tego smaczne buraczki. 
(I suggest potatoes-DIM. with pork cutlet-DIM., along with tasty beetroots-DIM.)4
(37) Herbatka z cytrynką czy bez? (Tea-DIM. with or without lemon-DIM.?)
(38) Chlebuś podać? (Would you like some bread-DIM.?)
It is worth adding that, even though sentence (38) may be considered as the 
violation of the maxims “maximize cost to self” and “maximize benefit to 
other” (Schneider, 2003, p. 185), it still functions as an indication of positive 
politeness.
7.2. Diminutives in suggestions
Suggestions refer to a future action done by the speaker and the addressee, 
which is in the interest of both interactants. Therefore, cost and benefit are 
supposed to be the same for the speaker and the hearer. Diminutives used in 
suggestions refer to the predicated future action. The speaker tries to persuade 
the addressee to accept the suggestion, especially if it concerns some enjoyable 
free-time activities. Then, by using diminutives, this pleasure is played down to 
make it more acceptable for the addressee. Furthermore, the maxim “minimize 
benefit to self” is adhered to (Schneider, 2003, pp. 180, 193–195):
(39) Może zagramy w brydżyka? (Shall we play bridge-DIM.?)
7.3. Diminutives in announcements
Announcements refer to a future action done by the speaker, from which the 
speaker himself/herself will benefit (Schneider, 2003, p. 180). Diminutives used 
in announcements play down the speaker’s benefit and pleasure, as they dimin-
ish the source of enjoyment. Thus, they adhere to the maxim of minimizing 
benefit to self (Schneider, 2003, p. 191):
(40) Zdrzemnę się troszeczkę. (I’ll take a little nap.)
 4 Dressler and Barbaresi (1994, pp. 305–306), following Staverman, refer to such forms 
of diminutives as diminutiva culinaria, which indicate that favourite dishes have a tendency to 
be diminutivized.
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8. The usage of diminutives in expressive acts
In general, the expressives communicate positive feelings and support the ad-
dressee’s positive face, thus they intrinsically express positive politeness. They 
include wishes, condolences, compliments, expressions of thanks, greetings 
and farewells. Nevertheless, there is one more type of expressives, which com-
municates negative feelings. It is the insult, which baldly attacks the hearer’s 
positive face.
8.1. Diminutives in greetings
It happens quite often in Polish culture that the speaker greets the hearer with 
the use of diminutives (Karwatowska & Szpyra, 2010, p. 201), indicating mean-
ings such as familiarity, intimacy, or liking, as the speaker wants to maintain 
the addressee’s positive face. They may as well serve as expressions of a joke 
or a word-play (Ożóg, 1990, p. 76). Even though diminutives in greetings are 
sometimes considered ironic, outdated or infantile, they do occur in everyday 
conversations of Poles and usually evoke positive feelings in the addressee. 
Following Wierzbicka (1969, pp. 45–46), it could be stated that diminutives are 
such linguistic elements which “introduce positive component into a particular 
sentence”:
(41)  Padam do stópek szanownej pani! (I’m falling at your feet-DIM., dear madam!)
(42) Dzieńdoberek! (Good morning-DIM.!)
8.2. Diminutives in compliments
By definition, compliments are the expressions of praise, implying admira-
tion or respect. They establish or maintain friendly relations between the 
interlocutors (see also Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk, 1989, pp. 73–100). An 
entity or event associated with the addressee is positively evaluated by the 
speaker (who is usually a woman, as women compliment others more often 
than men do (Holmes, 1995, p. 2)), hence, compliments occur in Leech’s 
Approbation Maxim (“maximize praise of other”) (Schneider, 2003, p. 201). 
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Diminutives used in compliments mostly refer to particular things which 
belong to the addressee:
(43)  Wyglądasz ślicznie w tym kapelusiku. (You look lovely in this hat-DIM.)
Nevertheless, the above mentioned utterance may also be used ironically, threat-
ening the addressee’s positive face.
In the following sentence, the diminutive form functions as a praise mini-
mizer:
(44) Ta bluzeczka jest cudna! (This blouse-DIM. is gorgeous!)
It may seem that praise minimization violates the approbation maxim, but 
minimized compliments are considered more sincere and convincing (Schnei-
der, 2003, p. 204).
Compliments which praise persons refer to people closely related to the 
addressee, for example children. It is, however, the parent (the hearer), and not 
the child, who receives the compliment. Here, diminutives do not function as 
praise minimizers, but they communicate affection, evoked by the smallness 
and sweetness of children (Schneider, 2003, pp. 204–205):
(45) Masz śliczną córeczkę! (You’ve got a lovely daughter-DIM.!)
Following Wolfson, Holmes (1995, pp. 19, 119) suggests that women are 
complimented more often than men, which is an indication of their subordinate 
status, since compliments can be regarded as patronizing, offensively flatter-
ing, or even sarcastic. Holmes (1995, p. 121), following Kissling and Kramarae, 
points out that there are some compliments, called “stranger compliments” or 
“street remarks,” which make women feel embarrassed and are treated as verbal 
harassment:
(46) Ale ma Pani nóżki! (Well, well, but what legs-DIM. you have!)
It is worth adding that diminutives are also used in compliment responses, 
adhering to Leech’s Modesty Maxim, as they mitigate the compliment by mini-
mizing the evaluated thing (Schneider, 2003, p. 208). Thus, it is the speaker 
who threatens his/her positive face:
(47) Eee… Taki tam domek. (Oh, it’s just a house-DIM.)
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8.3. Diminutives in insults
By definition, insults are the expressions of depreciation, which imply anger 
or disrespect. They do not threaten, but simply attack the addressee’s positive 
face, as they openly violate Leech’s Approbation Maxim (“minimize dispraise 
of other”). Usually, the negative evaluation expressed by using insults refers 
to the addressee’s person or personality and is caused by some actions or the 
behaviour of the addressee, which annoy the insulter. As insults are supposed 
to hurt the addressee, they are used baldly and without any redressive action. 
As in the case of obscene terms mentioned before, diminutives can also be ap-
plied in insults, not minimizing the negative evaluation, but rather intensifying 
it and indicating superiority. The addressee is then belittled and derogated, as 
diminutives increase the force of an insult (Schneider, 2003, pp. 209–212). The 
following sentence was uttered by a man talking to another man who seduced 
his wife:
(48) Ja Ci pokażę, ty mały draniu! (I will show you, you little bastard!)
Nevertheless, when addressing children who have done something wrong, the 
obscene term is mitigated by the diminutive (Schneider, 2003, p. 154). The 
adult is angry, but does not want to scare the child and tries to moderate his/
her words. The following sentence was uttered by a woman talking to her son, 
who broke the window:
(49) Chodź tu, ty mały draniu! (Come here, you little bastard!)
9. The usage of diminutives in assertive acts
Assertives adhere to the maxims of agreement and sympathy (Schneider, 2003, 
p. 215). Depending on the context, diminutives used in assertive acts may 
express positive or negative evaluation (see also Dressler and Barbaresi, 1994, 
pp. 263–284). Firstly, the speaker can refer to himself/herself, which is char-
acteristic of young children. The following sentence serves to express self-pity 
in order to maintain the speaker’s positive face:
(50)  O ja biedna, nieszczęśliwa Martusia! (Oh, I’m a poor, unhappy Marta-DIM.)
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Similar sentences may express positive attitude towards the addressee or the 
person who is not a participant in a given conversation. They are also intended 
to maintain somebody’s positive face:
(51)  Biedny żebraczyna. Dam mu trochę drobnych. (Poor beggar-DIM. I’ll give him 
some change.)
On the other hand, diminutives may express negative evaluation, threaten-
ing the addressee’s or the non-participant’s positive face:
(52)  I te twoje małe, czerwone oczka jak u myszy. (And your small, red eyes-DIM. 
like in a mouse.)
(53)  Ten jej charakterek mnie irytuje. (Her character-DIM. irritates me.)
(54)  Jej spektakularna karierka skończy się szybciej, niż zaczęła. (Her spectacular 
career-DIM. will end faster than it started.)
(55)  Ładna mi rodzinka, co jeden to lepszy. (A fine family-DIM. indeed, each one 
better than the one before.)
When referring to his/her own possessions, the speaker may use di-
minutives to play down particular things in order to avoid self-praise and 
minimize their significance, maintaining his/her positive face. Following 
Staverman, Schneider (2013, p. 146) refers to such diminutives as diminu-
tivum modestum:
(56)  Ostatnio kupiłem sobie mały jachcik. (Recently, I’ve bought a small yacht-DIM.)
Nevertheless, the speaker has to be careful not to be perceived as someone who 
boasts about his/her purchase, as the use of the diminutive may as well threaten 
his/her positive face or even cause losing it.
Sometimes diminutives are applied when the speaker announces some-
thing pleasant for the addressee (e.g. a present). The function of a diminutive 
is not to minimize benefit to other, but rather to minimize cost and praise 
to self. The speaker does not want to boast about his/her gift, thus, he/she 
plays down its value as well as the fact or effort of getting it (Schneider, 
2003, pp. 223–224):
(57) Mam dla Ciebie małą niespodziankę! (I’ve got a little surprise for you!)
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10. Conclusions
The analysis of the use of diminutives in everyday conversations proves that 
diminutive forms may signal face-threatening acts done both off and on the 
record. Taking into consideration positive and negative politeness strategies, 
usually the function of diminutives is to minimize certain aspects such as the 
cost, benefit, or praise. They may as well maximize sympathy. Nevertheless, 
in some cases they may be applied in face-threatening acts done off record or 
even in those done without redressive action. Then they maximize antipathy 
or dispraise.
After the analysis of expressive polite phrases, it can be stated that Poles 
seem to use diminutives in their everyday conversations very frequently. Some 
linguists even claim that native speakers of Polish overuse them (sometimes 
customarily or unconsciously) in their speech (Sarnowski, 1991, p. 47). This 
may reflect the infantilization of language and serve as an act of threatening 
the hearer’s positive face. The omnipresence of diminutives in everyday speech 
may offend the addressees since, due to their excess, “we can feel too sweet 
and therefore nauseated” (Bralczyk, 2009, p. 94). In his two articles published 
in Język polski, Mańczak (2011, p. 218) provides numerous situations in which 
he heard a diminutive, even though there was no reason for using it. He writes 
about bileciki do kontroli (tickets-DIM. for inspection), pomyłeczka (wrong 
number-DIM.) while using the telephone and koreczki (traffic jams-DIM.) on 
the road. He also emphasizes the fact that Poles more and more often use double 
or even multiple diminutives in order to “outbid” other speakers, e.g. ser – serek 
– sereczek (cheese – cheese-DIM. – cheese-DIM.DIM.) (Mańczak, 2011, p. 218). 
The analysis carried out in the present paper provides support for these opinions.
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